structures and the dynamics of the frameworks.
Downsizing effects of condensed materials such as metals and metal oxides have attracted the interest of researchers because their electronic properties change depending on their particle size.
1 Downsized porous materials also have been applied for last 15 decade to adsorption, separation, drug delivery, and heterogeneous catalysis. 2 Recently, porous coordination polymers (PCPs) or metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) constructed from metal ions and organic linkers have emerged as new functional crystalline porous materials because of the high architectural 20 controllability of the structures.
3 These materials can be classified as either rigid (robust) porous frameworks or flexible porous frameworks. 4 The flexible frameworks show unconventional porous functions for gas separation and storage via a phase transition, and unique functions originating from their flexibility 25 have been reported. 5 Although nanocrystals of PCPs have been synthesized intensively, 6 effects on the downsizing of PCPs such as the structure of metal or metal oxide nanoparticles have not been investigated, especially for flexible PCPs. Downsizing flexible PCP crystals may more greatly influence the adsorption 30 properties than downsizing rigid type frameworks. 7 Here we discovered marked differences of crystal structure and dynamic properties between the bulk and nanoscale crystals of a flexible PCP. These features closely correlate with adsorption properties. Observations of differences of structure and dynamics between 35 bulk and nanocrystals have not been reported so far and the robust or three-dimensional (3-D) PCP/MOF nanocrystals do not show these similar differences. 6 We reported the synthesis of nanocrystals of the flexible coordination polymer, [Zn(ip)(bpy)] n (CID-1; CID = coordination polymer with interdigitated 40 structure), which is constructed from two-dimensional (2-D) layers built with Zn 2+ , isophthalate (ip) and 4,4-bipyridyl (bpy). [7] [8] The crystals were synthesized by ultrasonication with AOT as an anionic surfactant which exists on only the surface of particles such as other 3D frameworks with modified exterior surface. The main size of bulk CID-1 and CID-1 nanocrystals (NCID-1) is around 5 m wide  20 m long and 50 nm wide  320 nm long, respectively, with a distribution of particle size 7 (ESI †). The stepwise methanol gas adsorption isotherm of CID-1 changes to a gradual, single profile in NCID-1, which indicates that the 50 mechanism of gas adsorption and diffusion is significantly dependent on the particle size. However, the structure and dynamics have not been well characterized.
In this work, we investigated the packing structure of 2-D layers using X-ray analysis because the initial structural phase 55 dominates the adsorption process. The structure of CID-1 showed zero-dimensional (0-D) pores that require the reorientation of organic linkers in the framework for gas diffusion into pores.
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We also observed the dynamics using solid-state 2 H NMR. The as-synthesized phases of CID-1 and NCID-1, both of 60 which contain N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as guest molecules, show quite similar structures as supported by their Xray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns (ESI †). On the other hand, their guest-free phases have different X-ray patterns, especially the peaks at around 2 = 10°, as shown in Fig. 1 . That is, the 65 initial structures of CID-1 and NCID-1 for gas adsorption are different. To obtain the structural information in detail, we determined the structure of guest-free CID-1 using single-crystal X-ray analysis and obtained the cell parameters shown in Table 1 and Fig c axis, with little difference in the b axis. The changes of the cell parameters between the NCID-1 and CID-1 are 6.7% for the a 5 axis and 3.0% for the c axis. The unit cell distortion accompanied by a downsizing effect is also observable in several metals and metal oxides. 11 The changes of cell parameters mean that the packing structure of 2-D layers is different between CID-1 and NCID-1, although they have the same connectivity along the b 10 axis in 2-D layers. A schematic description of the structural differences is shown in Fig. 2 . The changes are in the sliding of the 2-D layers. Considering that the largely distorted ac plane is perpendicular to the 2-D layers of the structure, the differences in cell parameters are derived from the structural freedom in the 15 packing of the 2-D layers via van der Waals interactions. Such distortion of networks between bulk crystal and nanocrystal structure has not been observed in other PCPs having 3-D networks via coordination bonds, 6b-6l even if they have structural flexibility.
6m The observation of different XRD patterns between 20 nano-and bulk crystals of the 2-D framework was shown, although explanations for the difference in the structures were not given.
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The maximum cross sections of the pore entrance in CID-1 and CID-1DMF from the crystal structures are 1.8 Å  4.0 Å 25 and 2.5 Å  4.1 Å, respectively. On the other hand, the cross section of DMF that can be accommodated in the cavity of CID-1 is at least 3.2 Å  5.0 Å. Comparison of these sizes indicates that CID-1 has 0-D pores before and after guest accommodation, and a structural reorientation of organic ligands is required in the 30 adsorption process, as a correlation of framework mobility and guest accommodation has been suggested. 10, 13 Then the mobility of bpy constructing the diffusion path for guest molecules was compared between CID-1 and NCID-1. To observe the 15 These spectra were simulated as a two-site rotational model along the C 2 axis of bpy based on the singlecrystal structure of CID-1.
The crystal structure of CID-1 has two crystallographically 60 independent pyridyl rings. NMR simulation suggested that one pyridyl ring of bpy has higher mobility, and the other has lower mobility, because lower-mobility pyridyl rings are restrained by the steric hindrance of isophthalate in the adjacent 2-D layer, shown in Fig. 3a as gray hexagonal units. The pyridyl rings with 65 higher mobility are shown in Fig. 3a as a blue hexagonal moiety. We simulated the observed spectra based on a single crystal of CID-1 and estimated that the rotational frequency of the higherand lower-mobility pyridyls are ca. k = 4 MHz and less than k = 1 kHz (static state in NMR time scale) around the C 2 axis of bpy, 70 respectively, because the observable range of frequency using 2 H NMR is from 10 3 to 10 7 Hz. 16 Meanwhile, the mobility of the bpy rings in NCID-1 is significantly accelerated, and the frequency of the pyridyl ring with higher mobility in NCID-1 reaches more than k = 10 MHz and is shown in Fig. 3b as green hexagons. 75 Additionally, the pyridyl rings with lower mobility also start to move (ca. k = 8.0 kHz) in NCID-1. Although the observed small central peaks have not been reproduced, the change in the typical Pake patterns in CID-1 clearly indicate that an increase of mobility in NCID-1 compared with that in CID-1 occurred. The 80 changes in the relative position and interaction of 2-D layers loosen the restraint of bpy, resulting in its significantly enhanced mobility in NCID-1 compared with CID-1. The structural and dynamic changes in NCID-1 induce changes in adsorption behavior. The initial phase of the NCID-1 structure is more 85 relaxed than that of CID-1, and this results in an increase of dynamics that induced the smooth diffusion of guest molecules into its 0-D pores.
In this study, we investigated the effect of downsizing the crystal of a flexible PCP from CID-1 to NCID-1 with respect to crystal structure and network mobility, which would be induced 5 by surface tension of nanoparticles. Crystallographic studies of guest-free CID-1 and NCID-1 indicated clear differences between their cell parameters, especially in the direction of the 2-D layer stacking. The changes in the two axes allow sliding of 2-D layers through the flexibility of van der Waals interactions between them. These structural changes result in changes in the rotational dynamics of the organic ligand, bpy in CID-1 and NCID-1, which were confirmed by solid-state 2 H NMR. The large differences in the crystal structure and molecular dynamics in the bulk and nanocrystals have so far been observed, 15 not in rigid PCP frameworks, but in flexible frameworks. NCID-1 showed downsizing effects on crystal structure, though NCID-1DMF did not. NCID-1DMF with a closed pack structure undergoes a similar stable framework to that of CID-1DMF. On the other hand, nanocrystals of the guest-free NCID-1 have a 20 structural degree of freedom because of the porous structure and large surface tension compared with CID-1, resulting the distortion of crystal structure. The results suggest that a downsizing approach contributes to the control of gas adsorption with regard to the crystal structure and framework dynamics and 25 is another strategy for control of adsorption properties such as separation and storage.
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